
La Piazza
RISTORANTE ITALIANO

Wine Menu
HOUSE WHITE WINE

MANCURA ETNIA SAUVIGNON BLANC, CHILE €6.40   €8.50   €23.50
An elegant yellow colour with vibrant greenish hues. The nose offers tantalising tropical fruit aromas and white 

flowers. palate is clean, and fresh, balanced and with a very refreshing finish.

CA MARITTA PINOT GRIGIO, ITALY €6.70   €8.90   €24.50
Moon yellow. Clean and spicy, typical hints of tropical fruit. Medium-bodied with a clean, round and soft taste and a 

crisp finish.

HOUSE RED WINE

MANCURA ETNIA MERLOT €6.40   €8.50   €24.50
This wine is packed full of ripe blackberry and plum aromas with delicate hints of spice and crushed black pepper. The 

palate is succulent, soft and fruity, beautifully balanced by velvet-textured tannins as the key to its charm. Ideal to 

combine with pasta, white meat.

CASTELLANI MONTEPULCIANO €6.70   €8.90   €24.50
Ruby red colour tending to garnet with aging. Characteristic bouquet, delicate with notes of violets and typical aromas

of tobacco and leather. Great tannins on the palate, dry and harmonious.
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ROSE WINE

DOMAINE DE LA COLOMBETTE GRENACHE ROSE, FRANCE €6.70   €8.90    €26.90

Made from Grenache, Cinsault and Cabernet grapes, this wine shows delicate red berry fruit flavours and a very fresh 

and crisp plate. Initial sweet fruit flavours especially strawberries turn to a dry and fresh finish. The ultimate wine for 

sipping on sunny afternoons.

SPARKLING WINE

MONTEGRANDE PROSECCO, ITALY   €7.75     €27.50

Intense nose of peach, pear, banana and apple-like scent, a blend of citrus and floral sensations and a hint of acacia 

and wisteria. Mellow and full-bodied, yet dry thanks to its refreshing character and persistent bubbles

CHAMPAGNE

THEOPHILE CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE €80.00

Fruity, sweet apple, nutty and spicy smells with soft creamy and herbal tones. Soft bubbles that carry the wine to 

smooth, mature mineral champagne.

WHITE WINE

MARQUIS DE GOULAINE TOURAINE SAUVIGNON BLANC, FRANCE   €26.90

It has intense aromas of gooseberries and freshly cut grass. Fresh and vibrant in the mouth with zingy acidity and leaf 

hints coming through on the finish. A pure, youthful Loire wine that will develop over the next year.

FRANSCHHOEK UNOAKED CHARDONNAY, SOUTH AFRICA   €27.00

Radiant pale gold with a youthful green glow. Attractive pineapple and lemon and lime fruit purity and intensity on 

both nose and palate with a lively balancing acidity to a fresh finish; a gracious and engaging wine even without oak.

CA MAOL LUGANA, ITALY   €29.50

Moon yellow. Clean and spicy, typical hints of tropical fruit. Medium-bodied with a clean, round and soft taste and a 

crisp finish.

LORGERIL LES MOUETTES PICPOUL DE PINET, FRANCE   €29.75

Intense aromas of white summer fruit with an essence of orange blossom. A crisp and clean finish with hints of 

minerality.

MAUI SAUVIGNON BLANC, MARLBOROUGH NEW ZEALAND   €31.75

Pale straw green in colour with brilliant clarity. A zesty and aromatic wine with lots of lively fruit characters. A 

concentration of assertive passion fruit and tropical fruit flavours with an abundant bouquet, it is a tone that is always

crisp elegant and refreshing.

MESSER DEL FAUNO GRILLO, ITALY   €25.95

Golden yellow. Intense fruity bouquet of ripe peach and pear flavours with elegant almond and honey overtones. 

Crispy and textured on the palate.
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PEWSEY VALE RIESLING, AUSTRALIA   €37.95

Classic fruit aromas on the nose with crushed stone and limes and a hint of dried herbs. The palate shows great length 

and depth with lemon and limes. The wine finishes with a soft but fresh natural acidity which balances the flavour 

intensity and a minerality.

BOUCHARD AINE ET FILS CHABLIS, FRANCE   €48.00

Lively and forward, with notes of citrus and pastry cream. Elegant finish with a hint of fine smoke.

RED WINE

MESSER DEL FAUNO PRIMITIVO, ITALY   €24.50

Dark and intense ruby colour. It reveals a nose of tar. licorice and red berries. Full-bodied, warm and fruity, with 

strong tannins.

ZIOBAFFA TOSCANA RED, ITALY (ORGANIC)  €25.90

This wine has a deep garnet colour and has an intense bouquet, elegant and fruity, with lovely aromas of violets. On 

the palate it is full, warm with perfectly balanced tannins with hints of liquorice, spice and red fruits.

LAYA ALMANSA GARNACHA/MONASTRELL, SPAIN   €26.00

A super-fragrant nose of exotic spices, lavender, incense, and black raspberry. Succulent, layered, and totally pleasure-

bent, this plush offering has a smooth-as-silk finish totally unexpected from a wine of this humble price. It is an 

amazing value in unrestrained hedonism.

MISSETTI APPASSIMENTO, ITALY   €27.90

Intense, deep ruby red very fruity, rich, cherry notes medium body, very intense, spicy, smooth full of flavours.

ARGENTO MALBEC, ARGENTINA    €28.50

Deep dark violet in colour and offers powerful aromas of blackstone fruit and notes of chocolate. Blackberry and black 

currant fruit is complemented with a touch of sweet spice and leads into a lingering finish with ripe velvety tannins.

LA VILLETTE PINOT NOIR, FRANCE    €29.50

Refreshing and subtle aromas of ripe raspberries and cranberries with hints of plum and a touch of toast. The palate 

shows a balance of ripe fruit and freshness with an appealing spicy smokiness

MARQUES DE CACERES RIOJA EXCELLENS, SPAIN    €31.50

Attractive bouquet of raspberries and strawberries with a hint of soft spice from aging in oak. Rich in the mouth with 

ride tannins that highlight its structure and elegance.

TOMMASI RIPASSO, ITALY   €37.95

The Valpolicella grapes are refermented on the Amarone skins imparting some of the characteristics of the Amarone

Rich spicy perfumes and black pepper notes with a hint of raisins. Full-bodied with a balanced palate, very intense and

spicy with sweet cherry flavours.
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